Kicking it up a notch
Taking retail bank cross-selling to the next level
Situation
Despite high tenure and satisfaction, customers do not hold multiple products with their primary bank.
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Rethink your stategy
Banks may need to revisit traditional cross-selling strategies. One approach that may help primary banks improve cross-selling is behavioral
segmentation that takes into account attitudes and perceptions with demographics.
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An analysis of demographics, perceptions, and price sensitivity reveals interesting differences between the four segments.

About
them
Attitude
toward
banks
Channel
preferences

Basic users

Value shoppers

Diversifiers

Consolidators

Young and middle-aged respondents
with lower earnings and basic
financial needs

Aged 45+, moderate-to-high income;
tend to shop for best value to meet
their mature banking needs

Most affluent respondents
primarily aged 45+ with
diversified banking needs

Most loyal segment, comprising
low-to-moderate income
respondents nearing or in retirement

Least satisfied with primary bank;
and have less favorable perceptions

Most likely to switch banks if
checking account fee is increased;
have least favorable perceptions of
primary bank

Favorable perceptions of
primary bank, next only to
consolidators

Most positive perceptions of
primary bank; also most
satisfied

Lowest users of all channels compared
to other segments; young users,
however, use more digital channels

Second highest users of bank
branches and digital channels (mobile
banking and online bill pay)

Highest users of bank branches
and digital channels

Most active users of ATM
withdrawals

Making the right moves
Instead of adopting a “one-size-fits-all” approach, banks may want to consider customized strategies to attract customers based on their
unique needs.
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Provide information
and advice on
financial challenges

Consider
providing
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Value
shoppers

Basic
users

Go mobile

Consolidators

Create websites
and social media
pages for
consolidators to
share their
experiences

Devise reward
programs to
incentivize
consolidators
to help generate
referrals

Create
experiential
interactions that
really matter in
shaping customer
perceptions

About the survey
The survey was conducted online by Harris Interactive during August 16-30, 2012. In total, 4,271 checking account customers aged 18 years or older
participated in the survey. Responses were weighted across geographic regions, income levels, age, and gender groups to reflect the national population.
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